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The effects of WOM on the receiver of the information conveyed have extensively been researched. It remains open, however,

whether referral outcome has an effect on the sender. Four studies reveal that consumers’ openness to advice is lower when their own

advice was not followed. Differences in the activation of the self as a result of the ego threat that referral failure comprises, moderate

these results. We also establish that referral failure is what drives these effects, not referral success. Our results suggest that

stimulating WOM behavior may backfire when recommendations are ignored by their intended receivers.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
Consumers often rely on vicarious experience information

when deciding about a product or service (Herr, Kardes, and Kim
1991). The effects of WOM behavior on the receiver of the
information conveyed have extensively been investigated. Amaz-
ingly, the field knows virtually nothing about the effect of WOM on
the sender, although senders are crucial agents in the WOM process
(Goldenberg et al. 2009), and may very well react differently
depending on whether or not their recommendations are followed.
We distinguish the situation in which the sender’s recommenda-
tions were followed (what we call referral success), or ignored
(what we call referral failure) and look at the sender’s subsequent
openness to new information.

A literature review suggests that referral failure may be more
informative than referral success. People tend to overweigh nega-
tive information. This greater sensitivity of individuals to negative
than to positive information has been called the negativity bias
(Cacioppo and Berntson 1994). This allows us to predict that
referral failure will have a more pronounced effect than referral
success.

The act of subjecting oneself to the scrutiny of a receiver of
information, allowing that receiver to evaluate the sender’s infor-
mation, is something that goes far beyond that information itself. To
some extent, not following advice signals that the receiver may not
value the sender’s judgment or even doubt his or her expertise.
Earlier research found that the mere act of exposing oneself to
public evaluation boosts self-image as a way to compensate for the
threat of failure (compensatory self-inflation) (Greenberg and
Pyszczynski 1985). Additionally, Sherman, Presson, and Chassin
(1984) state that when the self is threatened, perceptions of consen-
sus may be increased by a motivation to seek normalization and
support for one’s own behavior. This latter might lead to an
exaggerated belief in support for one’s own opinions, leading to
choices that might diverge from choices that were hinted at by an
advising party. Steele (1988) stated that when the self is threatened
in one domain, a normal coping mechanism is to boost the ego in a
general way, a thesis denoted as the “fluid compensation” principle.
Finally, Rudman, Dohn, and Fairchild (2007) show self-worth
compensation in response to threats to the self involving identity
and social rejection as subtle as losing as small football knowledge
quiz, something quite comparable to being questioned about e.g.
product knowledge through referral failure.

Earlier we predicted that the effects of referral outcome would
be more pronounced when the outcome is negative. The literature
about ego threat further develops this stance, and ads to it the notion
that if referral failure indeed poses a threat to the ego, people will
react with a boost in self-worth to compensate for this pending blow
to their ego. Furthermore, any effects of referral failure will be
moderated by the extent to which this ego boost adequately covers
for the ego threat at hand. We tested the proposed effects of referral
failure and self activation on subsequent susceptibility to persua-
sion in four studies.

In study 1 we tested the effect of referral outcome on subse-
quent susceptibility to advice originating from a third person. In this

first assessment of the effects of referral outcome on subsequent
susceptibility to persuasion, we wanted to avoid effects of interac-
tion between different genders. Therefore, we used only men for
this study. The participants in this study were told they were testing
a communication setup for online interactions between two con-
sumer labs over the internet. The actual task involved recommend-
ing products to a person in the other lab, of whom they saw a
photograph. This (preprogrammed) interaction partner then chose
products from sets based on these recommendations. The
preprogrammed interaction partner was set to follow the subject’s
recommendation either five out of six, or one out of six times, which
comprises the manipulation of referral outcome. Subsequently the
roles were reversed, but the participant was teamed up with another
partner. The dependent measure was the number of times the
subject followed the interaction partner’s advice. The results were
in line with our expectations, yielding less susceptibility to follow
advice after referral failure in the first phase.

Study 2 was a replication of the first, but with minor adjust-
ments to streamline the procedure. Also, this time, the sample
included women. We replicated the results of study 1, generalizing
the effect towards women.

Study 3 used a scenario to induce a feeling of referral failure,
where participants were asked to imagine them being the child of a
movie theater owner and their friends either always or seldom
following up on their recommendations of movies. This study also
included a baseline measure, where no recommendations had to be
made. The dependent measure was ostensibly unrelated to this
manipulation, as it consisted of reading an expert’s report in a
magazine, and then choosing combinations of products of which
some were, and some were not, recommended in the report. Also in
this study, participants were assessed for differences in activation
of the self. Results were in line with studies 1 and 2. Additionally,
we found that differences in activation of the self moderated the
effect of referral outcome. By comparing the results within condi-
tions with those in the baseline condition, we could establish that it
is indeed referral failure that causes these effects, and that referral
success corresponds to the baseline situation.

In a fourth study, participants had to choose their favorite
movie poster and motivate their choice to another–preprogrammed–
participant. This preprogrammed participant then either indicated
that he or she would be unlikely or likely to switch his or her own
choice towards that of the participant. The dependent measure was
the same as in study 3, but used absolute measures. A measure of
activation of the self was again included. The results replicated
those of the previous studies.

Overall, these studies establish the referral backfire effect and
show that this effect is moderated by differences in activation of the
ego. Implications and recommendations for future research are
discussed.
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